This is a call to action for all peace and justice loving people in the Washington DC area. Please join us in this National Day of Action to form one loud voice against President Bush’s acceptance of the “Commission for Assistance to a Free Cuba” recommendations. Among many of the destructive recommendations issued in the report are, cuts in all travel exchanges to Cuba, increased funding to a CIA manufactured “dissident movement”, a reduction of family visits by Cuban-Americans from one per year to one every three years. Also included are virtual elimination of all travel to Cuba and increased enforcement of existing travel restrictions, and most provocative are plans to fly a C-130 military cargo plane around Cuban waters in order to illegally broadcast US government propaganda on TV/Radio Marti.

We demand:

• An Unconditional End to the Economic Blockade against Cuba!
• Stop all forms of military and political intervention in Cuba!
• Lift all travel restrictions between the U.S. and Cuba!

Join the DC based No War on Cuba Movement (NWC)

For more information about NWC, please contact: contact@nowaroncuba.org or visit www.nowaroncuba.org or call (202) 271-1126